Respect begets respect. The modern generation of this century repels the advocacy the government tries to escalate. The issue of gender equality is a based issue battling the grand masses of judgmental people. Implementing the rules and regulation to sustain the desirable rights for women is in the limelight for considering.

The gender stereotype is a wide based downside of inequality, a sensitive issue that needs to be resolved.

The Philippine government is becoming crucial about the concerns. In relation to the major problem that arises on work, school, and even at home defects the relationship that affects the effectiveness of individual and her self-esteem, a doubt releasing trigger.

“It would be to eliminate the gender disparity between men and women.” - Bill Clinton. Taking Clinton’s word, it is best to uphold the rights of women at any place and any race. Something just like this, a major one to step up the opportunity of every individual be so open on everything that should rightly be served. Gender analysis absorbing the fact of what’s going on should be eyed. For it has an outcome or what we called fixing center of the issues concerned.

Recommendation are assessed on when we find issues that are worth giving attention as this one stated to complete the action on the disparity of gender. Women aren’t weak, having a mind that is equally strong and wise. The high word for this is respect. Respect the women by giving them the right phase of chances to do their work without any hesitations and doubt connecting to their capabilities. Men can do, but women
understand the concepts dramatically. The irony of chances the women takes is more severe than what is unleashed.

During the old times there are unstated codes saying that women can’t hold a higher position because of her sex. Called “Glass Ceiling Theory” that statement should not be a basis of treating. A woman can do everything she wants still in respect of her physical condition as an excuse and her willingness to do so. The women should not be denied because of her sex.

Equal policy for all the gender - men, women, and even transgender also fall under this issue. Harassment is all over affecting all the genders but women to be the more fragile one in terms of feelings and conservative culture in this country, as we look on the high mirror.

Men and women on society have their equal strengths distributed and divided but in its division it has a major role not dealt on the offensive situations. Sexism is at its best when both genders are being respected by each other on the long run acknowledging both the rights and their own chosen fields, with men knowing the rights of women and women respecting the decision of men for a substantial connection on each side or to each other.

Heavy labors are not for women in respect of their physical strength. This is a sensible excuse for the sake of this whole article that exempts women on labor that might abuse their strength. Though they can but maybe they shouldn’t. A division of labor used for good. For their safety.

Women should be dealing on the comfort of living the life with their rights enjoyed. Women are not basically weak but for the gentleman’s code, they should be respected as well as we all respect our mothers whom we love.

Women are the most affected and offended on the majority of cases. Rape even happens at school. Women should never be abused, the degradation of morals and individuality are against the human rights. Women should be cared for, keep safe and be
reminded of their stand in the society in one community where everyone should respect spaces.

Personal space should be respected. Evading that means you’re already violating the personal rights for that simple space you got near, that might be a cause of disturbance. When a person doesn’t want a man nearer, then get off and stop bothering.

A prejudice is with a sensible reason.

Men and Women are labelled on a different terms. With that prejudice is how the majority acts. It can be called also an unstated code of irrational behavior.

Treating with respect and love on all aspect in the case of a woman’s chastity and a gentleman’s hardly distinguish emotion, on the issues that at some point women can’t recognize, labelling men don’t feel much offense. Yes, men feel the same despite not being so loud about it.

The government should intensify the laws about the disposition of gender equality, men or women and the third party sex preventing any sexual abuse and job division and competence questioning in relation to that, where women can be denied access, but shouldn’t.

Strong implementation of rules to regulating the justifiable reason of Gender Equality in any cases respectively for all and for the sectors that violates this rules should be ruled out.
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